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within AST-SIT
–

–An

A composed of experts and
professionals, among which also acdemics, ensures a
constant updating on the progress made by scientific
research.
Thanks to the committee, AST-SIT manages to provide
scientifically sound information that does NOT portray
Tourette Syndrome as a condition so devastating as to
justify the use of massive amounts of psychotropic
drugs, treatments such as Botulinum toxin or the implant
of electrodes in the brain.

Numerous requests submitted to the Scientific
Committee have called attention to the need for it to
also provide answers of professional nature, as the help
provided by existing health and social services has
often proved inadequte. For this reason, in the city of
Cambiago (MB), a professional pole was created that
is concerned with evaluation and rehabilitative projects.

Scientific committee

intervention point

–

–

Parent learning

Encounter groups

formal meetings
The association offers the opportunity to its members
to take part in formal meetings to learn more about
specific Tourette's related topics and problems.

The members' community is also a place of fruitful
debate, to exchange ideas, to offer and receive
support; its constant growth is evidence of the trust
that ever more people place in AST-SIT. The members
meet regularly in groups where they exchange and
compare their experiences.
There are also numerous informal meetings between
those involved in the life of the association.
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I know that deep anxiety that gets a hold of you

when you see your son doing things that seem strange

and also when you see “the others” watching him, maybe

pointing at him, and you feel like you can see and hear

their thoughts. I remember one day in the park my son,

while playing like any other child, was also giving a show

of his tics and many mothers that were around kept

looking at him and whispering judgmentally... stuff that

turns the stomach!… and only other parents of children
with problems know what I am talking about.
I wanted to shout “it's my son, he is sensitive and smart…
you are wrong, you don't understand!!!” but I had to
keep quiet because him, my son, deserves a message of
normality at least from his dad.
I had to ignore them. [....

Gianfranco Morciano - AST-SIT Founder
http://www.sindromeditourette.it/la-sindrome/le-
storie/storia-di-gianfranco-morciano

to feel helped and welcome; you will realize that
your suffering is caused for a big part by ignorance
and together we can do a lot to change things; you
will understand that you deserve consideration and
respect just like everybody else.

Pharmacological treatment can be of great help in
containing the most invalidating symptoms.
However, in order to have significant and long
lasting improvements it is necessary to
resort to rehabilitative, neuro-educational and
psychotherapy techniques. These are able to make
the improvements permanent and, in many cases,
they allow the patient to gradually go off
of medication. Even though it is possible to see
improvements even without medication, there are
people that choose not to undergo any treatment at
all and live with their whole range of symptoms.

which treatments?

do not despair you who, like me, have this

syndrome: it is not true that you will end up isolated.
I am convinced there are lots of people […] that look
at us and do not understand, but that's life.
I have many friends and they all understand
my “little problems”, but it's also thanks to them
that I can be the wonderful person I am:
not only my education is wide, I am also artistically
accomplished since I am a musician!
It is neither a handicap nor a limitation.
Enjoy yourselves! And to all the moms with a son that has
this kind of “little problems” I want to say: do not give
them too much importance, rather keep your son
in an even higher esteem than one normally would,
motivate him and when medicine cannot help,
be his cure. [...

Story 5
http://www.sindromeditourette.it/archives/2365

if you have these characteristics

contact us

- impulses to move or make sounds involuntarily;
- tics and involuntary and repetitive movements of

one or more body parts;
- impulses to say sentences obsessively or to have

obsessive, threatening or improper thoughts;
- difficulty in concentrating and/or learning,
likely it is Tourette Syndrome. It’s not a disease, rather
a set of neurological and behavioral responses that
can be quite annoying at times, but that in exchange,
for some people entails above average intelligence
and talent for artistic and musical activities.

You will realize you are not the only one with this
problem, as there are very many people with these
characteristics and symptoms; if your condition
makes you suffer you will discover you are not alone
and a lot can be done to feel better; you will realize
you deserve attention and understanding, you deserve

what AST-SIT is
It is an association of people affected by TS,
their parents, spouses and relatives, created
on the initiative of a handful of highly committed
people. The association was created to support
all the efforts aimed at improving the life quality
of people affected by TS and to relieve the isolation
that these people often feel.
Experience shows that leading a serene life in spite of
TS is possible if families, schools and society in general
respond intelligently to it, overcoming the fear, scorn
and rejection that the syndrome often arouses.
That is why PROVIDING INFORMATION is the first
goal of AST-SIT, because it is what is unknown
and unfamiliar that scares us the most.

ticcing

[...

Story 29
http://www.sindromeditourette.it/archives/445

is like breathing. I cannot help it and I don't

even notice it anymore: it's a semi-voluntary automatism.
My body needs oxygen, my body needs contractions. I
can hold a tic longer than I can hold my breath, but it
can't last forever. Too much tic-apnea is not good for me.

I remember, as a kid, I tried to not tic.
Lying on my bed, using all my RAM to not tic, like one
would do to not breathe… and then resuming when I
couldn't stand it any longer.
Experiment dropped.


